To explore the possible causes of the observed asymmetric helicity flux in emerging active regions between the leading and following polarities reported in a recent study by Tian & Alexander, we examine the subsurface evolution of buoyantly rising Ω-shaped flux tubes using three-dimensional, spherical-shell anelastic MHD simulations. We find that due to the asymmetric stretching of the Ω-shaped tube by the Coriolis force, the leading side of the emerging tube has a greater field strength, is more buoyant, and remains more cohesive compared to the following side. As a result, the magnetic field lines in the leading leg show more coherent values of local twist α ≡ (∇ × B) · B/B 2 , whereas the values in the following leg show large fluctuations and are of mixed sign. On average, however, the field lines in the leading leg do not show a systematically greater mean twist compared to the following leg. Due to the higher rise velocity of the leading leg, the upward helicity flux through a horizontal cross section at each depth in the upper half of the convection zone is significantly greater in the leading polarity region than that in the following leg. This may contribute to the observed asymmetric helicity flux in emerging active regions. Furthermore, based on a simplified model of active region flux emergence into the corona by Longcope & Welsch, we show that a stronger field strength in the leading tube can result in a faster rotation of the leading polarity sunspot driven by torsional Alfvén waves during flux emergence into the corona, contributing to a greater helicity injection rate in the leading polarity of an emerging active region.
INTRODUCTION
Active regions on the photosphere are found to possess several interesting asymmetries between their leading and following polarities (here, leading and following are with respect to the direction of solar rotation). For example, the axis connecting the leading and the following polarities of each active region is nearly east-west oriented but on average shows a small tilt relative to the east-west direction with the leading polarity of the region being slightly closer to the equator than the following. This observation of active region tilts is originally summarized in Hale et al. (1919) and is generally referred to as Joy's law (Zirin 1988, p. 37; Wang & Sheeley 1989; Howard 1991) . Another well-known asymmetry is found in the morphology of the leading and the following polarities of an active region, where the flux of the leading polarity tends to be concentrated in large well-formed sunspots, whereas the flux of the following polarity tends to be more dispersed and fragmented (see Bray & Loughhead 1979) . These types of asymmetry, i.e., those that distinguish between the leading and following polarity of an active region, are likely caused by the Coriolis effect due to the rotation of the Sun (e.g., D 'Silva & Choudhuri 1993; Fan et al. 1993; Caligari et al. 1995) .
Recently, an observational study by Tian & Alexander (2009) has identified another asymmetry with regard to the helicity injection rate in bipolar solar active regions. By separately evaluating the helicity flux injected in the leading and following polarities of 15 emerging bipolar active regions, using the MDI 96 minute line-of-sight magnetograms and a local correlation tracking technique, they found that the leading (compact) polarity injects 3-10 times more helicity flux than the following (fragmented) polarity. They argued that this observational result implies that the leading leg of the Ω-shaped emerging flux tube possesses a much larger amount of twist than the following leg prior to emergence, and/or that there is a difference in the speed of emergence between the two legs of the Ω-shaped subsurface tube. The observation also showed that while the helicity injection rate in the leading polarity is more steadily of one sign, the fragmented following polarity displays spatial and temporal fluctuations in both the magnitude and sign of the helicity injection rate.
In this study, we explore the possible origin of this observed asymmetric helicity injection by examining the subsurface evolution of buoyantly rising Ω-shaped flux tubes. We utilize previous three-dimensional anelastic MHD simulations of the buoyant rise of active region scale magnetic flux tubes in a rotating spherical shell representing the solar convective envelope described in Fan (2008) . These simulations have considered twisted, buoyant toroidal flux tubes at the base of the solar convection zone with an initial field strength of 10 5 G, being ∼10 times the equipartition field strength, and thus have neglected the effect of convection. The main finding from these simulations is that the twist of the tube induces a tilt of the emerging Ω tube that is opposite to the direction of the observed mean tilt of solar active regions, if the sign of the twist follows the observed hemispheric preference. In order for the Coriolis force to dominate, such that the emerging Ω tube shows a tilt consistent with Joy's law, the initial twist rate of the flux tube needs to be smaller than about half of that required for the tube to rise cohesively. Under such conditions, the buoyant flux tube undergoes severe flux loss during its rise, with less than 50% of the initial flux remaining in the final Ω tube that rises to the surface. Furthermore, it is found that the Coriolis force drives a retrograde motion at the apex portion, resulting in a relatively greater stretching of the field lines, and hence stronger field strength, in the leading leg of the tube. With a greater field strength, the leading leg is more buoyant with a greater rise velocity and remains more cohesive compared to the following leg. In this study, we further examine the distribution of twist along the asymmetric Ω-shaped rising tubes. We find that a natural consequence of the better cohesion of the leading leg is that it also shows more coherent values of the twist rate, whereas the field lines in the following leg are fraying and show much larger fluctuations in the magnitude and sign of the local twist rate. We do not, however, find a systematically greater mean twist in the leading leg of the Ω tube compared to the following leg. But because of the faster rise speed of the leading leg, we find a significantly greater helicity flux through the leading polarity area than the following, at all depths in the upper half of the convection zone. By applying a simplified model of active region flux emergence into the corona, we also show that a stronger field strength in the leading leg of the emerging tube results in a faster rotation of the leading polarity sunspot driven by the torsional Alfvén waves and hence a greater helicity injection rate in the leading polarity.
THE ASYMMETRIC TWIST ALONG A BUOYANTLY RISING MAGNETIC FLUX TUBE IN THE SOLAR INTERIOR

The Numerical Simulations
We focus on the Ω-shaped emerging tubes resulting from two simulations, labeled "LNT" (standing for Low Negative Twist) and "LNT-HL" (standing for Low Negative Twist-High Latitude) cases in Fan (2008) . These are the cases where the initial twist of the toroidal flux tube at the base of the convection zone is sufficiently low such that the final tilt of the Ω tube at the apex is consistent with the observed mean tilt of solar active regions.
The details of the numerical model are described in Fan (2008) . In summary, we solve a set of anelastic MHD equations in a spherical-shell domain of r ∈ [r c , r t ], where r c = 0.722 R is the base of the convection zone and r t = 0.977 R is at about 16 Mm below the photosphere, θ ∈ [0, π/2] and φ ∈ [0, π/2]. The boundary conditions are periodic in the φ direction, and are non-penetrating, stress-free, electrically conducting walls for the bottom and top boundaries and the θ boundaries. The domain is resolved by a grid with 256 grid points in r, 512 grid points in θ , and 512 grid points in φ. Initially a twisted toroidal flux tube is placed just slightly above the base of the model convective envelope, at an initial latitude of 15
• for the low latitude case (LNT) and 30
• for the high latitude case (LNT-HL). The radius of the tube a is about 0.1 times the pressure scale height at the base of the solar convection zone. The initial twist rate of the flux tube is given by q = −0.15a −1 , where q denotes the angle of field line rotation about the axis per unit length of the tube. An initial sinusoidal variation of entropy is imposed along the toroidal tube such that the mid-cross section of the tube is in approximate thermal equilibrium with the surroundings and is most buoyant: the buoyancy declines with increasing azimuthal distance from the mid-cross section and tends to approximate neutral buoyancy at the two ends. The initial toroidal flux tubes rise under their buoyancy, and the subsequent dynamic evolutions for the LNT and LNT-HL cases are described in Fan (2008) . Here, we focus on the twist distribution and helicity flux for the rising Ω tube resulting from the LNT and LNT-HL simulations (which in the remainder of the paper we refer to as the low latitude and the high latitude cases). 
The Asymmetric Twist
First, we evaluate the total helicity of the Ω-shaped rising tube in the simulations. For this, we compute
where B(r, θ, φ) is the magnetic field and the low latitude and the high latitude cases. It gives the total twist contained in the Ω tube in terms of the effective number of winds each field line twists about the axis over the length of the Ω tube. In a perfectly ideal evolution, the quantity (H m /4)/Φ 2 should be conserved. Figure 1 shows that (H m /4)/Φ 2 is initially equal to −3.37 and −3.02, respectively, in the low and high latitude cases, consistent with the number of field-line winds qL/2π contained in the initial twisted flux tube in the simulation domain, given the initial twist rate q and the initial length of the tube L = r 0 sin θ 0 (π/2), where r 0 is the initial radial distance of the axis of the tube to the center of the Sun and θ 0 is the initial θ position of the tube axis. However, the total helicity or twist is decreasing in magnitude with time, and at the time when the Ω tube rises to the top, the total twist has become −1.95 in the low latitude case and −1.69 in the high latitude case, a roughly 40% decrease in magnitude in both cases. This decrease of the total helicity or twist of the rising tube is caused by the numerical diffusion of the magnetic field. This numerical diffusion is enhanced by the fragmentation of the rising flux tube, which creates small-scale features, due to the relative weak initial twist that is insufficient to maintain a cohesive rise of most of the flux in the initial tube. In reality, some amount of turbulent dissipation of magnetic helicity should be present in the solar convection zone, whose rate depends on the effective turbulent magnetic diffusivity in the convection zone. In our simulations considered here, we find that by the time the Ω tube has risen to the top, the total helicity or twist contained in the tube corresponds to roughly just under two full winds of field-line twist (see Figure 1) .
To examine the asymmetric twist distribution in the leading and following sides of the Ω-shaped emerging flux tube, we have evaluated the quantity α ≡ (∇ × B) · B/B 2 along a set of selected field lines in the flux tube for both the low latitude and the highlatitude cases. (d)) where the field lines in the leading side are winding about each other smoothly in a coherent fashion, while the field lines in the following side are clearly fraying. It is also apparent that the leading leg of the Ω-shaped tube has a significantly stronger field strength on average compared to the following leg. This is explained in Fan (2008) to be due to the asymmetric stretching of the flux tube by the Coriolis force. With a stronger field strength, the field in the leading leg is more buoyant, rises faster, and stays more cohesive, compared to the following leg.
Furthermore, the field lines in the leading leg show more coherent values of local twist rate as measured by α, with almost all α values having the same (negative) sign and a narrower range of variation, whereas the α values along the field lines in the following leg show much larger fluctuations and are of mixed sign (see the points in Figures 2(c) and (f) ). The widely fluctuating local twist rate displayed in the following field lines is a natural result of their frayed and distorted state due to the weaker magnetic field strength. On the other hand, when the field line averages of α are considered (see the solid curves in Figures 2(c) and (f)), the field lines of the leading leg do not show a systematically greater twist rate on average compared to the following leg. This is also confirmed by a visual inspection of the field line winding shown in Figures 2(a) and (d), where the leading leg appears to contain roughly one wind of field line twist, which is just about half of the total twist of roughly two winds contained in the whole tube in the end as given in Figure 1 . Nevertheless, the higher rise speed of the leading leg may give rise to a greater upward helicity flux in the leading polarity compared to the following leg as a result of the emergence of the Ω tube. Our simulations do not include the emergence process through the solar surface, but we can still examine the asymmetry in upward helicity flux due to the rise of the asymmetric Ω tube in the solar interior, as described in the next section.
The Asymmetric Helicity Flux
We compute the flow of helicity through a spherical surface of radius r given by Berger & Field (1984) :
where H R denotes the relative magnetic helicity in the unbounded half-space above the sphere of radius r. The surface integral on the right-hand side is carried out over the sphere of radius r, B and v are the magnetic and velocity fields, and A p is the vector potential of the potential magnetic field P having the same normal flux distribution B r on the spherical surface, and A p is given by
where Φ is the scalar potential of P, i.e., P = −∇Φ = ∇ × A p .
To compute A p , we need to first compute Φ and P in the halfspace above the sphere given the normal flux distribution B r on the spherical surface of radius r. B r is given from the simulation in the range θ ∈ [0, π/2] and φ ∈ [0, π/2]. Since the above expression for the rate of change of H R is defined in the halfspace above the entire spherical surface, we need to extend the specification of B r to the entire sphere. We assume that B r is zero for θ ∈ [π/2, π], and assume an m = 4 periodicity in azimuth by repeating B r in φ ∈ [0, π/2] onto the remainder of the 2π azimuthal range. In computing the helicity injection rate given by Equation (3), we also extend the velocity field to the whole sphere using the same assumptions above. To examine the asymmetry of the helicity injection through the leading (negative) and following (positive) polarity regions on the spherical surface, we compute
where S − (S + ) denotes the area on the sphere where B r is negative (positive), corresponding to the leading (following) polarity region. Thus, (dH R /dt) l and (dH R /dt) f denote respectively the helicity flux through the leading and following polarity regions. Another way to look at this is that (dH R /dt) l and (dH R /dt) f are effectively dH R /dt in Equation (3) with v in the integrand set to zero in the area of positive (following) and negative (leading) B r , respectively, i.e., they correspond to the helicity injection rate into the space above the sphere when the footpoints of the positive (following) and negative (leading) flux are respectively held fixed. Figure 3 shows the computed helicity fluxes through radial cross sections of radii r, for r values ranging from the middle of the convection zone to a depth below the apex of the Ω tube where the tube turns horizontal, for both the low latitude (panel (a)) and the high latitude (panel (b)) cases. The black curves in Figure 3 show the results for (dH R /dt) l (solid curves) and (dH R /dt) f (dash-dotted curves) given by Equations (5) and (6), which correspond to the helicity flux through the leading and the following polarity regions, respectively. It can be seen that in both the high and low latitude cases, there is a significantly larger, negative helicity flux through the leading polarity area compared to that for the following polarity, at all the depths considered. The helicity flux through the following polarity area is not always negative: at deeper depths, it is positive or close to zero, and becomes negative at smaller depths but is of a significantly smaller magnitude than the helicity flux through the leading polarity area.
Each of the helicity fluxes, (dH R /dt) l and (dH R /dt) f , is further divided into a contribution due to the vertical rise of the tube (red curves in Figure 3 ), corresponding to the first terms in the integrands of Equations (5) and (6), and a contribution due to the horizontal motions of the field-line foot points (blue curves in Figure 3) in the cross section, corresponding to the second terms in the integrands of Equations (5) and (6). For the lower latitude case (Figure 3(a) ), the dominant contribution to the negative helicity flux in the leading polarity is due to the vertical rise, and the asymmetry in the total helicity flux through the leading and the following polarities is mainly coming from the asymmetry in the helicity flux due to the rise term (red curves in Figure 3(a) ). The helicity fluxes due to the horizontal motion term are much smaller and are not always negative for either the leading or the following polarities (blue curves in Figure 3(a) ). For the high latitude case (Figure 3(b) ), both the rise and the horizontal motion terms produce significant negative helicity fluxes through the leading polarity area (see the red and blue solid lines in Figure 3(b) ), and contribute significantly to the asymmetry between the two polarities.
The result that the helicity flux due to the rise term in the leading polarity area is negative and is significantly greater in magnitude than that in the following polarity area (see red curves in Figures 3(a) and (b) ) is easy to understand. It is due to the more spatially coherent negative twist in the leading leg in conjunction with a faster rise of the leading leg of the Ω tube. However, the contribution to the helicity flux due to the horizontal motion term is more complicated (see blue curves in Figures 3(a) and (b) ). The horizontal motions in the cross section are affected by many different forces, e.g., the Coriolis force, the hydrodynamic forces due to vortex interactions, as well as the Lorentz force of the tube. These competing forces can cause vortical motions of different signs in the horizontal cross section and thus contribute to different signs of helicity flux. We see both signs as well as different asymmetries between the two polarities for the helicity flux due to the horizontal motion term (blue curves in Figures 3(a) and (b) ).
THE EFFECT OF TORSIONAL ALFVÉN WAVES: RESULTS BASED ON THE FLUX EMERGENCE MODEL OF LONGCOPE & WELSCH
In the previous section, we have considered the asymmetric twist and helicity transport due to the rise of an asymmetric Ω-shaped tube in the solar interior. However, the process of the emergence of the active region flux tube through the top layer of the interior into the solar corona is a complex one and is not included in the numerical simulations described above. In this section, we directly employ a simplified flux emergence model described in Longcope & Welsch (2000;  from here on referred to as the LW model) to study how an asymmetry in the field strength between the leading and following sides of the emerging tube can affect the helicity injection into the corona through the leading and following polarities.
As can be seen from the solution shown in Figure 4 , the LW model connects an interior dynamic model of a thin flux tube (in the region |z| > d) with a two-dimensional axisymmetric forcefree coronal magnetic field model (in the region −d < z < d) across an interface (at z = ±d) representing the photosphere. Instead of dealing with the complex details of the photospheric layer, a global constraint of a balance of the torques applied on the interface by the magnetic fields above and below the interface is assumed (Longcope & Welsch 2000) . In the plasma pressure dominated interior (|z| > d), the magnetic field for the thin flux tube is given by
where B z and B φ are respectively the axial and azimuthal components of the magnetic field in the thin flux tube, is the distance to the tube axis (the z-axis), q denotes the rate of field line twist, defined as the angle of field line rotation about the axis per unit length of the tube, a i is the radius of the thin flux tube with i being l or f, denoting respectively the leading or the following tube in the interior, and Φ denotes the total flux of the interior flux tubes. The thin flux tube is assumed to be confined radially in equilibrium by the gas pressure gradient in the interior, and the only dynamic motion of the thin flux tube considered is the torsional motion described by ω(t, z), which denotes the spin rate of a tube section (z, z + dz) at time t. The evolution of the twist rate q(t, z) and spin rate ω(t, z) along the interior flux tubes is governed by a pair of telegrapher's equations (Longcope & Welsch 2000) : linear force-free coronal magnetic field (within −d < z < d), confined laterally by an ambient, purely azimuthal potential field. Specifically, the two-dimensional axisymmetric coronal magnetic field is given by (Longcope & Welsch 2000) 
where
for < s (z), describing a constant-α force-free field, and
for > s (z), describing a purely azimuthal potential field. In the above, φ denotes the azimuthal angle, denotes the radial distance to the z-axis, and s (z) denotes the free boundary between the linear force-free field and the ambient purely azimuthal potential field. In the LW model, the thin flux tubes in the interior are assumed to be infinitely thin, i.e., a i → 0, and thus the boundary conditions for f are:
. As a result, the linear forcefree field solution in the corona is completely determined by two parameters: α and d, and the product αd has a one-to-one relation to the relative magnetic helicity H of the coronal field:
with h being a function of αd given in Figure 3 (c) of Longcope & Welsch (2000) . In the LW model, the coronal field and the subsurface flux tubes are linked in the following way. The required balance of the torques applied to the photospheric interface by the coronal and the subsurface fields results in a relation between the twist rate of the interior flux tubes at the photosphere q(t, ±d) and the coronal α as q(t, ±d) = α/2.
The helicity H in the coronal field changes with time due to spinning of the flux tubes at the photosphere (Longcope & Welsch 2000) :
The process of flux emergence is described by an increase with time of d, which corresponds to a stretching of the coronal FAN, ALEXANDER, & TIAN Vol. 707 magnetic field lines as well as a separation of the two polarities of an emerging active region. Thus given a prescribed d(t), the coupled system given by Equations (9), (10), (15), (16), and (17) determine the evolution of H (t), α(t) of the coronal field, and the twist q(t, z) and spin ω(t, z) along the interior tubes.
Here, we consider a case with the same
as that used in the rapid emergence case shown in Figure 4 of Longcope & Welsch (2000) , and we use the same parameters for the interior flux tubes except that we let v Al = 2v Af = v A instead of v Al = v Af = v A in the LW model. In the above, the emergence timescale t e = 0.5 d 0 /v A , corresponding to an initial rapid increase of d at a rateḋ (0) (c)). It can be clearly seen that the rarefaction pulse travels twice as fast into the interior in the leading tube than the following tube, and the spinning rate at the surface layer is twice as fast for the leading tube than the following tube (see the blue curves in Figures 4(a)-(c) ). Thus, the helicity injection rate into the corona is twice as fast at the leading polarity (at z = d) than at the following polarity (at z = −d). The LW model shows that the twist or helicity injection rate is directly proportional to the Alfvén speed of the subsurface tube: with a stronger field strength and hence faster Alfvén speed in the leading tube, the leading polarity is spinning faster and transporting twist or helicity at a faster rate toward the surface via torsional Alfvén waves, even though the original twist rates of the leading and following tubes are the same (see Figure 4 ).
DISCUSSIONS
We have examined the twist distribution as well as vertical helicity flux resulting from the buoyant rise of an asymmetric Ω-shaped tube in a model solar convective envelope, based on the anelastic MHD simulations of Fan (2008) . We find that a natural consequence of the significantly stronger field strength in the leading leg of the Ω tube compared to the following leg, is that the field lines in the leading side wind about each other more smoothly, showing more coherent values of the local twist α ≡ (∇ × B) · B/B 2 , whereas the field lines in the following leg are more frayed and show significantly larger fluctuations and mixed sign of the local twist. However, we do not find a systematically greater α on average for the field lines in the leading leg than the following leg. Nevertheless, the fact that the leading leg rises significantly faster than the following leg results in a greater vertical helicity flux in the leading polarity area compared to that in the following area. This may contribute to the observed asymmetry in helicity injection in emerging active regions reported by Tian & Alexander (2009) , where it is found that the leading (compact) polarity injects 3-10 times more helicity flux than the following (fragmented) polarity. The larger fluctuations and mixed sign of local twist in the following leg can also contribute to the mixed sign of helicity injection rate found in the following polarity of the observed emerging active regions (Tian & Alexander 2009 ).
Our simulations described in Section 2 have only modeled the rise in the solar interior with the top of the simulation domain located at about 16 Mm below the solar surface. The evolution of the tube through the last 16 Mm of the interior and its emergence through the photosphere into the atmosphere are complex processes not included in the current simulations. Thus, the subsurface helicity flux we calculate due to the rise of the asymmetric Ω tube does not correspond directly to the observed helicity injection rate observed at the photosphere, although the qualitative effect may be preserved. One important process that takes place during flux emergence into the atmosphere is the transport of twist from the interior into the atmosphere through torsional Alfvén waves, which may drive the observed sunspot rotations (Longcope & Welsch 2000; Fan 2009 ). Due to the rapid stretching of the emerged magnetic field in the atmosphere and corona, the rate of twist per unit length along the coronal field lines drastically decreases. As a result, the twist rate of the flux tube at the photosphere is greatly suppressed compared to the twist rate in the deep interior, and this difference drives torsional Alfvén waves along the flux tube, causing sunspot rotations at the photosphere and transporting twist from the interior into the corona. By applying the flux emergence model of Longcope & Welsch (2000) with asymmetric field strengths for the subsurface tubes, we find that even when the interior twist rate is the same for the leading and following tubes, the greater Alfvén speed along the leading tube due to its stronger field strength would drive a faster rotation of the leading spot and hence produce a greater helicity injection in the leading polarity. This would be another important effect in addition to the faster rise of the leading tube due to its greater buoyancy that can contribute to the observed asymmetry in helicity injection rate between the two polarities.
Note that the computed helicity flux (shown in Section 2.3) for the leading leg of the interior rising tube has a maximum magnitude of about 1.5 × 10 39 Mx 2 s −1 , which is about 10 times the maximum helicity injection rate measured for the leading polarity of the emerging active regions studied by Tian & Alexander (2009) . The observation may be an underestimate due to the inability to measure the flows inside the sunspot umbra (Tian & Alexander 2009) . It is also likely that the twist of interior flux tube in the simulations is too high compared to the realistic twist of emerging tubes that give rise to most of the active regions. Many previous calculations have shown that the twist rate needed for a buoyant flux tube to rise cohesively in the interior is at least an order of magnitude too big compared to the twist deduced from vector magnetic field observations of solar active regions on the photosphere (e.g., Longcope et al. 1999; Fan 2004) . Indeed, the peak magnitude of the mean α values in the interior rising flux tube in our simulations (Figures 2(c) and (f) ) is on the order of 10 × 10 −8 m −1 , nearly 10 times the mean α value measured for majority of the solar active regions (e.g., Pevtsov et al. 2001) . On the other hand, the process of flux emergence into the atmosphere is not included in the simulations and many changes can take place during this process. For example, it has been shown in the threedimensional flux emergence simulation of Fan (2009) and also in the simplified LW model in Section 4 that due to the great stretching of the magnetic field lines emerging into the corona, the α value at the photosphere is significantly lower than the α in the subsurface flux tubes, providing an explanation for the lower observed α in active regions compared to that in the interior tube. There is also the consideration that the helicity injection rate measured by applying the LCT algorithm of Chae & Jeong (2005) to line-of-sight magnetograms tend to be a significant underestimate (Welsch et al. 2007; Tian & Alexander 2009 ). Clearly there exist many unsolved problems in modeling the subsurface rise and emergence of active region flux tubes as well as uncertainties in observations. However, what our present study shows is that qualitatively, the emergence of an asymmetric Ω tube with a stronger field strength and better cohesion in the leading tube can result in a significantly greater helicity injection in the leading polarity than the following polarity due to (1) a faster rise speed of the leading tube and (2) a faster torsional Alfvén wave propagation along the leading tube. The asymmetric helicity injection does not necessarily mean that the leading leg of the emerging tube is on average more twisted than the following leg.
Our model results only show that during the initial emergence of the Ω-shaped tube into the atmosphere, the leading polarity of the emerging active region should show a significantly greater helicity injection rate into the corona than the following polarity. One might speculate on the later evolution after the Alfvén transit time along the leading leg of the Ω tube has elapsed. Presumably the emerging flux tube is closed in the interior such that the leading leg of the emerging Ω tube is either connected at the bottom of the convection zone to the following leg of a neighboring Ω tube (as is assumed in the m = 4 periodicity in the particular simulations we have considered here), or to the submerged toroidal flux tube, which then further connects to the lower end of the following leg of the same Ω tube. This means that after the initial Alfvén transit along the leading leg, helicity transport should continue along the leading leg by drawing twist from either the following leg of the neighboring Ω tube or by drawing twist from the submerged (twisted) toroidal flux tube at the base of the convection zone. Thus, one may not see a decline of the helicity injection at the leading polarity to a level below that at the following polarity. The following leg, with a weaker field strength, may become dynamically disconnected from the interior earlier (Fan et al. 1994; Schüssler & Rempel 2005) , while the leading leg remains an effective conduit for transporting twist from the interior to the surface. The twist contained in the fragmented following leg may eventually be dissipated through turbulent diffusion in the convection zone.
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